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First validation of Robust REBCO insert concept on a large 20-pancake prototype reaching up to 25 T


Abstract—We recently proposed a robust REBCO insert coil concept in the framework of a project to upgrade the 25 T CSM magnet at HFLSM with a new REBCO insert to reach 30 T. In this concept, the conductor consists of a two-tape bundle to mitigate the risks posed by local tape degradation. So-called edge impregnation is used to enhance the mechanical stiffness while reducing delamination risk, providing conduction-cooling capability at the same time. This insert is to be protected against the risk of thermal runaway simply by using dump resistor, thanks to an early detection concept. The different ideas forming the robust REBCO insert coil concept were tested successfully on various small scale prototypes. We report here their first implementation on a large-size insert coil, consisting of 20 stacked pancakes from the 30 T CSM upgrade insert. The mechanical behavior of the coil is modelled and validated with experiments. The thermal runaway detection setup is introduced. Its sensitivity and selectivity is discussed based on previous works on thermal runaway scenarios.

Index Terms—High field Superconducting magnet, Insulated REBCO magnet, numerical modelling, Quench protection .

I. INTRODUCTION

The 25 T CSM magnet was installed in 2017 as a user magnet at the High Field Lab. For Superconducting Materials, of the Institute for Material Research, Tohoku University [1]. It consists in an 11 T BSCCO insert with a 14 T LTS outsert. It was the first user magnet operating above 23 T, and is still to date the only conduction-cooled magnet operating above that limit, even though several other user or commercial magnets operate now above 25 T or are expected to do so [2-4]. Since then research activities were conducted at HFLSM together with Toshiba to develop the technology for REBCO insert for upgrading this magnet to reach 30 T while retaining the ease of use offered by cryogen-free operation of an insulated magnet [5, 6]. Numerous small scale pancake prototypes were tested, leading to the final design for this upgrade presented in [7], in which a concept of robust REBCO insert coil and its protection against thermal runaway were introduced, with a few key features:

To ensure the conduction-cooling efficiency and improve the winding structure, the pancakes are epoxy-impregnated, using a non-stick material in between turns. This pancake winding structure is expected to homogenize significantly the hoop stress distribution.

To limit the transient losses and to achieve fast dynamics, the turns are fully insulated. In this way, the insert can be discharge in a few seconds, as fast as the outsert, limiting energy transfer from one to the other during an outsert quench [8].

To reduce the risk that an local defect could prevent operation at nominal current, the conductor is formed of two REBCO tapes face-to-back, so that current can be shared [9].

Recently, the effort was shifted from upgrading the existing 25 T CSM to the development of a new magnet, reaching 33 T. The outsert specifications for this new magnet are presented in [10]. It will also generate 14 T but in a slightly larger bore to accommodate a larger insert generating 19 T. The REBCO insert specifications are not finalized but it will be based on the ideas introduced for the robust REBCO insert concept as mentioned above. In this work, a first large scale validation of these ideas is presented, for a prototype made of 20 pancakes. The present paper focuses on the mechanical modelling of this prototype, and its thermal runaway detection setup.

II. WINDING CHARACTERISTICS AND TEST ENVIRONMENT

The coil is made of 20 stacked pancakes. Each of these pancake are first dry-wound, then epoxy glue is applied on the pancake surfaces to bond the thin FRP flanges (0.2 mm approx.). This technique, combined with the turn-to-turn separation by fluorine-coated Polyimide achieve the so-called edge-impregnation, where the turns are glued to the thin FRP flanges but not to each other, preventing delamination. The pancakes are first...
glued two by two with one thin aluminum cooling sheet in between and connected electrically at their inner diameter by a silver plate to form Double Pancakes. Then these DPs are stacked, and connected electrically at the outer diameter also with silver plates.

Fujikura tapes [11] with thick (80 µm overall) Cu coating are used. The conductor is a bundle of two tapes in face to back configuration. In previous studies [9] this ensured sufficient current redistribution between the tapes in case of local degradation of the critical current even though the distance between layers is higher than in face-to-face configuration. The turn to turn electrical insulation is a co-wound Polyimide tape (50 µm thick in this case) with Fluorine coating, which as mentioned before serves also as non-stick layer to prevent delamination. The winding characteristic are presented in Table I.

All the pancakes were tested individually at LN2 temperature before assembly for quality control. After assembly the coil was equipped with strain gauges at the outer diameter for circumferential and axial strain measurements. More details on the pancake preliminary tests, the coil and its strain instrumentation can be found in [12].

The tests were conducted at the National Institute for Material Science in Tsukuba, in a 14 T Superconducting large bore outsert. These tests were primarily aimed at mechanical performance validation, which is the reason why they were made with LH£ cooling. More tests in conduction cooling are planned in the next months. The current source available onsite and suitable for powering few H-range inductances is rated at 300 A. This current is 1.22 times the nominal current expected for these pancakes in the 30 T upgrade [7]. As it will be explained in the next part, under 14 T these 300 A makes it possible to reach 350 MPa, the peak stress that was expected for the 30 T upgrade. This validates the mechanical design of the whole insert, even though there are 20 pancakes instead of the full stack of 52. The combined field value is slightly in excess of 25 T, 11 T being produced by the 20 REBCO pancakes.

III. MECHANICAL MODELLING AND VALIDATION OF MECHANICAL PERFORMANCES

As discussed in the previous section, the REBCO pancakes use edge impregnation. In such case the hoop stress cannot be successfully predicted using the BJR equation, which is valid only if the turns do not interact with each other and with the rest of the structure. Nor can it be predicted using the classical Wilson formula, which is valid only for a winding pack behaving as an isotropic bulk piece. Indeed with edge impregnation, the turns are not glued together, only to the flanges. In consequence, the radial stiffness of the winding is only due to flanges, which are much thinner than the conductor width (by an order of magnitude). This can be seen as a solid winding pack but with strongly anisotropic properties, whose behavior could be described following [13]. The estimation of the equivalent elastic properties of the winding structure is however complex.

Here we prefer to use an FEM model to represent the complex winding structure, including the turns, the mandrel and the glued flanges and cooling plates. To keep the FEM solving simple, the contacts are all considered as thin elastic interfaces: A layer with very low Young's Modulus (1 MPa) represent the turn to turn interface, which is not glued due to the non-stick material, while the epoxy glue between the conductor and the FRP flanges is represented realistically as a thin layer with a Young Modulus of 10 GPa (Fig. 1). Tensile stress tests were conducted on the REBCO tapes used in this coil. The equivalent Young Modulus of the tapes at cryogenic temperatures was estimated in-house at 130 GPa.

The hypothesis of weak elastic boundary between turns is only valid if the turns tend to separate from each other under load, which is the case here. If there is significant radial pressure, as in the case of pancakes with external reinforcement and/or under smaller background fields, the model must be modified. In general and to keep the model simple, an iterative approach can be conducted. The simulation is stopped when the radial stress become negative (pressure between turns), the soft elastic boundaries are removed in the area under pressure, then the simulation is run again. The process is repeated until no soft interface is under pressure anywhere. The same modelling approach was already used successfully to match experimental results in [5, 6] and [14]. The tensile strength of the Polyimide layer being negligible compared to that of the REBCO tapes, it is ignored in the model. That is, each turn is considered as one element in the model, with a thickness including the Polyimide co-winding. Then a ratio of 350/300, corresponding to “total

<p>| TABLE I |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WINDING CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REBCO Tape (Fujikura)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of bundled tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner diameter (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer diameter (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn per pancake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of pancakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max source current (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-inductance (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductor current density ((A/mm^2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak hoop stress @ 300 A (under 14 T back)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tape length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center Field (under 14 T back)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Winding model schematics
turn thickness” over “thickness of 2 tapes”, is applied to the hoop stress and strain results.

Fig. 2 present the mechanical modelling results under 14 T for 300 A, highest current that can be reached with the experimental setup. As mentioned in part II, these operation condition makes it possible to reach almost 350 MPa in the winding, approximately at the middle of the winding at the center of the stack.

The stress distribution comparison between the BJR hypothesis (in blue) and the FEM model (in red) highlight the benefit of the edge impregnation, as it homogenize the hoop stress and reduce the peak value from 407 to 346 MPa. Experimental measurement were only obtained at the outer diameter, where the estimated stress is 280 MPa. This should correspond 0.215 % elongation considering the Young Modulus of the conductor. The strain measurement detailed in [12] reach 0.23 % for circumferential elongation at outer turn, which is in good agreement. Estimations of the radial stress in the FRP flanges is presented Fig. 4. This stress could not be measured but appears realistic, in line with what was measured in [14].

The successful tests of this 20-pancake-stack coil validated the mechanical design of the 30 T upgrade as presented in [7] and in general the benefits of edge impregnation, an import aspect for robust REBCO insert concepts. It is also beneficial when considering the potential stress concentration effect due to inhomogeneous distribution of current density in REBCO tapes (shielding currents). This aspect will be covered in future works.

IV. ROBUST INSULATED REBCO COIL PROTECTION: THERMAL RUNAWAY ONSET DETECTION SETUP

A. Robust REBCO coil protection concept

An important aspect of the robust REBCO insert coil concept we proposed is the protection against the risk of thermal runaway. As discussed first in [15], the large thermal stability of HTS coils, even operating at low temperature, makes it unlikely that a quench occur after a limited burst of energy deposition. The protection system has therefore two major and rather independent roles. On one hand protecting against major instability events, such as a loss of cooling power or more importantly a quench of the outsert magnet. On the other hand, protecting against the consequences of local dissipation due to tape performances inhomogeneities or local conductor defects, leading to a local overstepping of the critical current. The former is actually the easiest for an insulated coil, as it can be discharged fast. It was studied in [8] and will not be covered here. The latter is more challenging for insulated REBCO coils as a destructive thermal runaway can occur in one or a few seconds depending on the current density in the conductor, as the current cannot bypass from one turn to the other like in Non-Insulated windings [16, 17]. The probability of a local critical current drop and its consequences are strongly mitigated by the use of a 2 tape bundle conductor [9]. In [8] it was estimated through detailed thermos-electric modelling that even though the thermal runaway itself occurs too fast for protecting the coil using a dump resistor, the dissipation levels are measurable (in the 1 – 10 mV range in the current density range we are using here) a few seconds before, time enough to initiate a preemptive discharge preventing the thermal runaway to occur. The challenge is then to
discriminate this dissipative signal from the other transient signals across the coil as discussed first in [18] and more in details in [19]. Moreover, it is important to be able to localize an eventual dissipative area so that the faulty pancake can be replaced without damage to the other pancakes. It should be noted that this local dissipation detection is in principle necessary only during qualification of the coil, and not for its later nominal operation.

B. Detection system implementation and tests for 20 pancake coil

Following [20] a multi-channel detection bridge is used, with independent pickup coils for inductive voltage cancelation. Here for practicality the 20 pancakes are grouped 4 by 4 leading to 5 detection channels (Fig. 7). The 5 compensation coils are wound on top of each other with 0.2 mm diameter copper wire and impregnated with epoxy to prevent wire movements. The assembly is mounted at the bottom of the REBCO insert. This position is not ideal for coupling, which mean that the inductances of these pickup coils had to be increased significantly. A localization in the clear bore of the magnet would be more suitable but that one was occupied by coil support structure in this particular test.

In Fig. 8 and 9, the time evolution of each 5 compensated signals is presented during a ramp up to 300 A, in self-field and under 14 T background field respectively. During the self-field tests, the ramp rate was set at 0.4 A/s. It was lowered to 0.2 A/s for the test under background field in order to get lower voltage drift due to transient effects. Multiple plateau were also made to check for contact degradations due to stress increase. No such degradation were observed (see [12] for more details).

In both cases, the initial values of the compensated signals at the onsets of a ramp are meaningless, they only result from the compensation bridge adjustment. As described in [19] the voltage drift during current ramp comes from a mixture of transient dissipation and REBCO coil inductance increase when the current penetrates the tapes. These effects are rendered more difficult to evaluate quantitatively for this coil due to the transient coupling currents between the 2 bundled tapes. These are for example responsible for the slight increase of the voltage drift around t=150 ms on all 5 signals in Fig. 8. More detailed modelling and quantitative comparison will be the object of future works.

On Fig. 8, the noise on the signal is very low, so that observing a sudden increase of the voltage due to a dissipating zone in the few-mV range on top of the existing voltage drift trend is straightforward. On Fig. 9, large spikes are visible on the signals, corresponding to conductor movement under mechanical stress. Even though such spikes will mostly disappear after the first ramp, they can be an issue to effectively detect dissipation zone during that first ramp, which is the critical one. Indeed a protection based on threshold value in the 10 mV range above the voltage trend would be impractical.

However, when superposing to the end of the voltage trend measured experimentally the simulated dissipating voltage evolution for a very pessimistic case (single local sharp defect with 50 % Ic reduction) as modelled in [8], it is clear that the voltage evolution in case of zone starting to dissipate locally can be distinguished from the noise and spike dynamics. There is however a need for a smarter detection system (in the present experiment it was a human) that can analyze the compensated
voltage trend and identify abnormal deviations to trigger a preemptive dissipation discharge. It should be noted that even on the last simulated dissipation points (in red on both curves Fig. 10, as derived from [8]) there is enough time to trigger a discharge and prevent the thermal runaway to occur, even taking into account the discharge speed constrains of a full-size insert with a background magnet.

![Graph showing voltage trend and thermal runaway prevention](image)

**Fig. 10.** Top: detail of the end of the ramp at I=300 A in self-field. Bottom: Same in background field. For both cases, in blue: experimental measurement of compensated signal at the end of the ramp, across pancakes 1 to 4. In red: simulated quench behavior on a local hotspot gradually losing thermal balance for I=300 A [8]

V. CONCLUSION

The robust REBCO insert coil design proposed in earlier work was tested for the first time with a large scale prototype. The combination of several key features such as two-tape bundle conductor, edge impregnation and sensitive thermal runaway onset detection could be validated up to current densities of 244 A/mm² and Hoop stress up to 350 MPa with no damage, the prototype generated more than 25 T in a 14 T background field with 20 pancakes. The mechanical stress appeared close to simulated values. The sensitive detection system implemented appear able to give sufficient advance warning of dissipating zone so that thermal runaway could be prevented, though such runaway was not observed due to the large margin and lack of defects. Future works in conduction cooling at higher temperature will be aimed at reducing the margin to reach dissipation and further test the system.
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